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“Nobody reads ads. People read what interests them, 
and sometimes it’s an ad.”

HOWARD LUCK GOSSAGE
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The web is evolving at an unprecedented rate, and at the same time, the relationship between brands and consumers is also 
changing. 

Consumers refuse to be ‘sold to’—they can now discover content on multiple devices, and they’ve developed an innate skill 
to simply “block out” advertisers’ messages delivered through tried-and-tested channels like display advertising. It’s a growing 
problem to which the industry is still searching for a solution. 

Enter programmatic native advertising.

Programmatic native advertising serves each ad unit on an impression-by-impression basis, and leverages real-time data and 
decision-making to ensure that the most relevant ad is placed on each and every site, creating a user experience that’s 
completely unique to every user on the web. 

But this straightforward interpretation provides a very basic overview of programmatic native advertising and the various 
systems and processes associated with it. 

The world of programmatic native can be a confusing one, stuffed to the brim with newfangled concepts, unfamiliar terms and 
indecipherable acronyms. 

That’s why we’ve created this practical handbook, written in plain English, that breaks down all the technology, tools and plat-
forms associated with programmatic native advertising.

FOREWORD
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CHAPTER ONE

The rise of programmatic native advertising



THE RISE OF PROGRAMMATIC NATIVE ADVERTISING

Each and every minute, blog writers publish 1,400 new posts, Facebook users 

share 2,460,000 pieces of content, and Twitter users tweet 277,000 times. 

Enough to make your eyes glaze over, isn’t it? What’s even more shocking is 

that in the time it took you to read and process these numbers, a minute has 

likely passed and those figures will have doubled. And this process repeats 

itself 1,440 times a day.

 

Internet users are relentlessly publishing content, and in order for it to be seen, 

it not only has to cut through the noise—it also has to get in front of the right 

people.

This means that, as the creation of content increases, so too does the need for 

scalable distribution channels—and the programmatic buying of media inven-

tory offers exactly this. 

Programmatic Native Advertising 101
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CHAPTER TWO

Demystifying real-time bidding



You’ve likely noticed a lot of buzz over real-time bidding (RTB) in the digital 

marketing space—and with good reason. 

To get a clearer picture of what the hype is all about, let’s go back in time and 

revisit the hey days of traditional display advertising. 

Once upon a time, display buyers had to negotiate with publishers to purchase 

advertising space in order to guarantee the visibility of ad units with a specific 

number of impressions, over a specific time period. Advertisers would hand-

pick websites based on their content and audience, but would have very little 

freedom to optimize campaigns once they were agreed upon and launched. 

This meant that the potential for wasted ad spend on impressions was consid-

erable. 

And then real-time bidding came along.

Why the buzz?

RTB allows media buyers to maximize their results within shorter timespans, and im-

prove the ROI of their initiatives by helping them remain within budget. This is because 

of the increased flexibility RTB offers, as advertisers are able to set a price they’re 

willing to pay for an individual ad impression based on the relevance of the website’s 

content and audience. This means that advertisers are able to save thousands of dol-

lars that might have otherwise been spent on wasted impressions. 
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DEMYSTIFYING REAL-TIME BIDDING



Here’s the lowdown on exactly what’s happening in that 100 millisecond timeframe:

1. It all begins when a user loads a page

When a page is loaded, a bid request is sent to all “de-

mand partners” that have access to placing ads on that 

page. These demand partners are usually demand side 

platforms (DSP) like StackAdapt, that have the ability to 

access ad inventory at scale.

2. Bidding

These demand partners decide whether or not to bid 

on the inventory based on multiple factors—including IP 

address, geolocation, cookie information, bid floor 

setting, and so on. If the demand partner then decides 

to bid, that bid is compared with all other bids—much 

like a real-life auction. 

3. Second-price auction

The highest bidder wins the auction, but the price the 

winner pays is selected based on the “second price 

auction”—an auction mechanism whereby the winner 

pays the value of the second highest offer. For example, 

if one advertiser bids $8 and another bids $6, the first 

buyer will win, but will only have to pay $6.01 ($0.01 

above the second highest offer).

How does RTB work?

Now that we’ve uncovered why there’s such hype around RTB, let’s delve deeper into into the nuts and bolts of the process to see how it works. Real-time bidding, on its most 

basic level, is the process during which advertisers bid on ad placements in real-time, in a live auction environment. 

“Programmatic buying allows inventory to be released to auction,” explains Liz Rutgersson, Head of Programmatic Display at Periscopix. “This means that advertisers are able to 

purchase ad inventory based on audience targeting, and are able to only bid on available impressions when their targeting methods match the available impression.”

She continues: “The option to bid for inventory only when the appropriate audience is available means advertisers can be much more precise in their targeting and more effective in 

spending their budgets. The process of a user visiting a website to an advertiser serving an ad takes place in 100 milliseconds.”

Programmatic Native Advertising 101
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Impression info is evaluated 
on behalf of the advertiser

Bids are submitted in real 
time and compete with all 
other bids in the auction

Impression is shared with 
bidders, along with geo, 
ad slot, content and 
user parameter information

Additional information 
is added, such as site 
vertical and seller-declared 
restrictions

Seller determines 
whether site name 
and cookies will be
made available to biddersADVERTISER

AUCTION

PUBLISHERREAL-TIME
BIDDERS

Offer to publisher contains winner’s 
ad tag, second-price CPM, and 
winner’s declarations

CALLOUT
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CHAPTER THREE

The lowdown on Open RTB 2.3



Programmatic buying officially broke into the native advertising world with the release 

of the Internet Advertising Bureau’s (IAB) “OpenRTB 2.3” protocol for the automated 

trading of media back in early 2015. 

This most recent version of OpenRTB introduced several enhancements—most 

notable of which being the support of native ad inventory. The game-changing update 

allowed sellers to request native ads, and buyers to bid using native ad formats.

The mission behind its release was to foster innovation in native advertising within the 

RTB marketplace by providing a technology standard for companies to work around. 

Once this new, open and flexible standard for ad formats was established, in-feed na-

tive advertising and programmatic buying saw rapid adoption amongst both publishers 

and advertisers across the world.

There’s one fundamental element that differentiates Open RTB 2.3 to its predecessor 

Open RTB 2.2, in that it allows for the passing of individual ad elements in the form of 

metadata. This is in complete contrast to banner advertising, where only a static image 

file is passed. 

The release of the new protocol allowed for virtually infinite variations in terms of what a 

native ad unit could look like and has, quite understandably, been hailed as one of the 

biggest milestones for programmatic native advertising so far. 
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CHAPTER FOUR

Programmatic buying



PROGRAMMATIC BUYING

Programmatic buying is often confused with real-time bidding (RTB), but in reality it 

encompasses all forms of automated trading—including RTB, programmatic direct, 

and private marketplace deals. 

The practice of programmatic buying exploded in 2009–2010, when the entire 

advertising ecosystem began to take shape with the advent of demand-side platforms 

(DSP), supply-side platforms (SSP), and ad exchanges to aid in the buying and selling 

of display ad inventory. 

Ever since, the rise of programmatic has also revolutionized the way in which desktop 

and mobile ads are bought and sold.

The main benefits of the programmatic buying of native ad inventory can be 

summarized in just three words: efficiency, effectiveness and scale. 

Efficiency

Programmatic native uses real-time systems, processes and algorithms designed to 

automate the delivery of data-driven ads. 

Effectiveness

Advertisers are able to ensure their ads are displayed to their target audience, based 

on their intent to buy your products or engage with your brand. 

Scale

The huge scale of programmatic native advertising allows ads to be delivered across 

thousands of publisher websites in an array of formats, and on a wide range of 

devices. 

There’s no doubt that the programmatic buying of media will continue its astronomical 

growth as it continues to create boundless new opportunities for advertisers. 
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The advertiser inputs the 
criteria for their online 
ads into a buying pro-
gram. 

Typical campaigns will 
include budget, target 
audience and key perfor-
mance indicators (KPIs). 

Programmatic buying is a series of 
online ad purchases between com-
puter systems based on certain 
algorithms and criteria

The media buys are performed 
“programmatically”, and don’t require 
human sales people to authorize and 
negotiate the millions of transactions 
that occur online every day.

The program then 
searches ad networks 
and automatically buys 
ads in accordance with 
the pre-determined KPIs. 

Every website sells its 
audience data, making it 
easy for the program to 
pick sites that match an 
advertiser’s critera.

Once the program finds 
a match, the ad is put on 
the page and waits for a 
trigger. 

The trigger could be a 
click, a mouse-over or 
even a page view. This 
all happens in less than a 
second for every piece of 
creative on a website. 

After an ad is triggered, 
it’s reported and tallied 
by program, tracking 
the effectiveness of your 
campaign.

This process is 
repeated thousands of 
times with thousands of 
programs all negotiating 
and buying ad inventory 
automatically. 



CHAPTER FIVE

DSPs, SSPs and exchanges



DSPS, SSPS, AD EXCHANGES—WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?

The ground we’ve covered thus far has demonstrated the lightning-fast rate at which technology is evolving and how it’s revolutionizing the way 

advertising inventory is bought and sold. 

You’ve likely heard the acronyms DSP and SSP thrown around from time to time, and you’ve also probably heard the term “ad exchange” used in 

more than a few conversations. These platforms and exchanges are what’s driving monumental change in the online advertising industry, so here’s 

an overview, in broad terms, of what each of them actually does.
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Demand Side Platform (DSP)
A DSP is software that’s used to purchase 
advertising in an automated fashion. Mostly 
used by advertisers and agencies, DSP’s 
allow users to buy native ad units on both 
desktop and mobile. They provide buyers 
with direct real-time bidding access across 
multiple sources of inventory, and allow them 
to bid on publisher sites that best fit their 
requirements. 

In years gone by, ad buyers would interact 
directly with with ad salespeople and the two 
would work together to broker a deal. This 
was both costly and unreliable. Fast forward 
to 2015, and advertisers are embracing 
the power of DSPs to expedite the buying 
process, making it cheaper, more efficient, 
and virtually eliminating the need for human 
intervention.  

What’s more, as DSP’s typically leverage 
real-time bidding, there’s no need to manual-
ly negotiate prices, as impressions simply get 
auctioned off to the highest bidder.

Supply-Side Platform (SSP)
Advertisers are increasingly using DSPs and 
exchanges to purchase their online advertis-
ing, but what about publishers? Supply-side 
platforms are essentially a publisher’s 
equivalent of a DSP. Where DSP’s are used 
by advertisers to buy ad impressions from 
exchanges as cheaply and efficiently as 
possible, SSP’s are designed to do the exact 
opposite—their sole purpose is to maxi-
mize the prices a publisher can charge for 
impressions, and provide them with access 
to a huge range of potential buyers who are 
looking to purchase ad inventory.

Ad Exchanges
First introduced back in 2005, ad exchanges 
made it possible to buy ad space on an 
impression-by-impression basis. This al-
lowed advertisers to move away from the old 
method of buying ad inventory which 
involved buying pre-packaged bundles of 
thousands of impressions. It also meant that 
the going rates for these impressions was 
dynamic instead of remaining static. 

Essentially, an ad exchange is an enormous 
pool of ad impressions where publishers 
have placed their available inventory in the 
hopes that advertisers will purchase them. 
Interested buyers are able to decide—
through RTB—whether to purchase spaces 
based on based on information such as the 
previous behavior of the user an ad is being 
served to, the time of day, device type, and 
more. 

Ad Networks
Not dissimilar to ad exchanges, the purpose 
of an ad network is to aggregate inventory 
from a range of publishers, mark it up, and 
then sell it on for a profit. However, many 
consider ad exchanges to be more transpar-
ent than ad networks, as they allow buyers 
to see exactly what price impressions are 
being sold at. Ad networks tend to have 
more precise inventory, which makes them 
particularly useful for niche verticals.
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CHAPTER SIX

Real-time optimization



REAL-TIME OPTIMIZATION

The process of buying ads in real-time is an exciting concept. The fact that spaces are bid on and placed in only 100 milliseconds continues to amaze advertisers, but 

RTB really demonstrates its true value when it comes to the optimization and targeting capabilities it offers. 

From the moment a creative is uploaded right down to when an advertiser places a bid on a target audience, being both timely and relevant is what matters most when 

it comes to optimizing a campaign. Advertisers who are responsive to up-to-the-minute data are the ones who win the race, as a large part of running a successful 

campaign is about performance improvements—and that’s where real-time optimization (RTO) comes in. 

RTO is a critical element to any programmatic campaign, as it allows advertisers to refine both their buying and targeting strategies in real-time. An advertising campaign 

is essentially a “living” thing that requires continuous attention. Real-time optimization allows campaign managers to monitor consumer data, market behavior and bid-

ding metrics on an ongoing basis to improve the efficacy of a campaign. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN

RTB: A fair and efficient marketplace



RTB: A FAIR AND EFFICIENT MARKETPLACE

Real-time bidding

The targeting and cost efficiency opportunities presented by RTB are 

making it a revolutionary force in the online advertising landscape.

Real-time bidding is really the only scalable and fair way to buy and sell 

media. Why? Because it’s the market that decides on the prices of individ-

ual ad 

placements—not the sales team on the publisher’s side. 

It also offers unprecedented targeting capabilities, which allow advertisers 

to target users in real-time based on their previous behavior and purchase 

preferences. This provides more cost-effective reach and virtually eliminates 

the problem of wasted impressions and marketing dollars on users that 

aren’t of interest.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Types of native ads



TYPES OF IN-FEED NATIVE ADS

There are several categories of in-feed native ads that are designed to fit deftly within a consumer’s natural activity stream, and understanding the characteristics 

of each of them is crucial. Not only does it help guide creative decisions, but it also gives buyers a contextual understanding of their ads on a given type of feed. 

After all, what may work in one place may be less impactful—or altogether unsuitable—somewhere else.

One common theme between all varieties of in-feed native ads is disclosure. With native advertising comes the obligation of transparency, which means clear-

ly indicating that content is an advertisement so that consumers don’t feel like they’re being tricked. Common techniques used to disclose in-feed native ads 

include labelling (“sponsored by” or “promoted by”), incorporating brand logos, and shading of the ad unit to differentiate it from others in the feed.

 

Now let’s delve deeper into the three main categories of in-feed ad units according to the type of feed they’re traditionally found on.
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1. In-Feed Content Ads

As the name suggests, content feed ads are those 

located within a website’s standard content stream, 

and are generally found on publisher content and news 

aggregation sites. Oftentimes the content will have 

been created by or in collaboration with the publisher’s 

editorial team to ensure that the ad matches the stories 

around it.

Primary ad unit types: articles, images, videos.

2. In-Feed Product Ads

Native product feed ads appear in sites and apps that 

display product listings (think retail sites like Amazon 

and eBay). Typically these ad units are presented as 

product advertisements or app install prompts, and they 

almost always incorporate a very clear call-to-action.

Primary ad unit types: Product or service ads, app 

installs.

3. In-Feed Social Ads

In-feed social ad units are designed to build a stronger 

following, boost social engagement and drive high-qual-

ity, targeted consumers to your content. The purpose 

of native advertising is to deliver content that shares the 

look and feel of a site—and in-feed social ads do exact-

ly this. Facebook is calling them “suggested posts” and 

Twitter is calling them “promoted tweets”, but whatever 

moniker they’re given, they operate in the same way.

Primary ad unit types: Business posts, user posts, 

articles, photos and videos.
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When it comes down to it, whether the marketing message is delivered through content, product or social feeds, the mission is always the same: to deliver paid ads that are so co-

hesive with a site’s content and design that viewers feel like they simply belong. So the challenge isn’t necessarily in deciding which feed is best to serve the content, it’s in creating 

quality content that users actually want to read. The function of the ad unit and the feed in which it’s delivered may be ideal for the customer, but if they don’t click, the advertiser’s 

efforts will be wasted.
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CHAPTER NINE

Leveraging first and third party data



LEVERAGING FIRST AND THIRD-PARTY DATA

There are different types of data and it’s important that marketers are familiar with the characteristics of each of them. Understanding what kind of data is being used 

and where it’s coming from helps determine which data will be most beneficial to support the goals of a campaign.  Generally speaking, there are two types of data 

you’re likely to regularly come across: first-party data and third-party data. 

First-party data 

First-party data comes directly from a publisher or client, and could include users’ con-

tact details, behaviour, and online purchase history. By and large, this form of data is 

considered to be the most precise. An added benefit of first-party data is the fact that, 

as the data already belongs to the business, there’s no additional cost for marketers to 

leverage it. One challenge associated with first-party data, however, is scale. 

Third-party data

Third-party data is typically supplied by an external data provider. The supplier usually 

creates audience profiles using other data sources, and then charges buyers for the 

use of the data. Third-party data can come from many places—such as opt-ins, online 

and cookie-based tracking, registration data, public data, surveys, and even offline 

sources. Challenges of third-party data include accuracy and cost.
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CHAPTER TEN

Launching a campaign



LAUNCHING A CAMPAIGN

Navigating through variables in pricing, performance, targeting, and types of campaign deliveries can be daunting for those new to programmatic 

native advertising—but it needn’t be. 

The whole campaign launch, from start to finish, can be broken down into four distinct steps:

1. Setting a bid price

Most DSP’s, like StackAdapt, are built on OpenRTB 2.3 specifications. This means that advertisers are able to bid on ad placements in a real-time auction 

environment and target users based on intent and behavior.

 

As a quick refresher on the RTB process, when an internet page loads, a bid request is sent to all “demand partners”  (usually DSP’s) that have access to the 

site and the ability to place an ad on that page.

 

Whether or not a bid is made on a piece of inventory is based on many factors, such as IP address, geo-location, cookie information, bid floor setting and so 

on. The winning bidder purchases the impressions and their ad is shown to the desired viewer, and this whole process happens in only milliseconds.

 

As in any real-time bidding environment, pricing is a function of targeting and volume of impressions an advertiser is looking to deliver. Other important 

considerations are inventory and performance.

 

How much you bid will have an impact on the performance of your native advertising campaign. Premium inventory on sought-after publisher sites will gener-

ally sell for more because of the affiliation with the premium publisher and its audience.
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2. Setting targeting options

Programmatic native advertising excels because computers are able to reach levels of automation and efficiency that man-made operations simply can’t. 

Programmatic advertising technology streamlines the ad buying system and takes advantage of data to tailor dynamic advertisements that adjust to individu-

al customers.

 

Data, including contextual targeting, geo-location, demography, device and buying behaviour, are computed in an automated process that makes it possible 

for advertisers to engage with a very specific target group through their programmatically bought advertisements. These data options allow advertisers to 

programmatically buy native ads while targeting their audience with the frequency and reach to meet their marketing goals.

 

Advertisers generally target broadly at the beginning of a campaign, and then cut down the poor performers as the campaign moves forward. The goal, of 

course, is to eliminate wasted impressions and clicks—you only want to show ads to users who have intent and who are likely to take your desired action. 

Locating and removing these under-performing sites will increase the success of a campaign.

Collecting and measuring data is the benchmark for evaluating progress. Some demand-side platforms (including StackAdapt) now measure engagement 

metrics like average time-on-site and average page views. This is done simply by activating an engagement tracking feature when setting up a campaign.  In 

doing so, advertisers get access to insights, real-time analytics, data visualizations, and reporting to better manage their native advertising campaigns. This 

allows advertisers to develop relevant, targeted native ad units that are undisruptive and provide greater reach and user engagement. 
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3. Determining KPIs

Advertisers can pull reports based on specific dates for the following key performance indicators (KPIs):

• Impressions

• Clicks

• CTR

• Conversions (if a conversion pixel is installed)

• Conversion rate

• eCPM

• eCPC

• Average time on site

• Average page views (if engagement tracking is activated)

• Video view-through rate

 

Tracking the success of a native advertising campaign not only helps advertisers drive conversions and ROI, but also provides insights for them to use for 

future campaigns.  

4. Measuring post-click user engagement

Management thinker Peter Drucker famously said: “You can’t manage what you can’t measure.” By this, he meant that you can’t know whether or not you’re 

successful unless success is defined and tracked.

 

Collecting and measuring data is the benchmark for evaluating progress. Some demand-side platforms now measure engagement metrics like average 

time-on-site and average page views. This is done simply by activating an engagement tracking feature when setting up a campaign. 

In doing so, advertisers get access to insights, real-time analytics, data visualizations, and reporting to manage their native advertising campaigns. This al-

lows advertisers to develop relevant, targeted native ad units that are undisruptive and provide greater reach and user engagement. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

A/B testing of creatives



A/B TESTING OF CREATIVES

A/B testing (commonly referred to as split testing or multivariate testing) allows adver-

tisers to experiment with various campaign settings to find out what works and what 

doesn’t. It’s also a great way of measuring the effectiveness of your marketing efforts.

Split testing means creating two or more versions of a campaign, making minor chang-

es to each one, and then testing them to determine which setup is most effective and 

best meets your pre-determined KPIs.

Here are some properties that you might alter in order to split test a campaign:

•  Visuals (image, video)

•  Text (headline, body text, call-to-action)

•  Bidding strategy (cost per thousand, cost per click)

•  Bidding goals (cost per action, cost per click, click-through rate)

By split testing campaigns, advertisers are able to gather enough data to make in-

formed optimization decisions in future.

31
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3 ways to compare your A/B test
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CHAPTER TWELVE

Measuring ROI



MEASURING ROI

It’s the million-dollar marketing question: how do I measure the financial return of my content distribution efforts?

There’s industry-wide confusion as to how to effectively track the success metrics of both content and content distribution. In fact, according to 

HubSpot’s State of Inbound 2014-2015, measurement is the number one challenge marketers face, with nearly 30 percent of those surveyed 

reporting that proving the financial return of their content-driven marketing activities was a prevailing problem.

The trouble arises when it comes to marrying bottom line concepts, such as costs, profits and revenue, with top-of-the-funnel metrics typically 

used to gauge the success of content—namely brand awareness and user engagement. So what are marketers to do? 

The following framework should help piece together the perennial puzzle of measuring the return of your native advertising campaign.

33
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Top-of-the-funnel metrics

At the top of the funnel, the goal is to increase brand 

awareness, recall and affinity. This is generally measured 

by metrics such as unique reach, cost per reader, and 

number of new contacts generated. 

Middle-of-the-funnel metrics

Customers who are at the middle of their journey 

through the funnel are likely already aware of your 

brand, but are in need of more information before they 

convert. This means that mid-funnel campaigns should 

be geared toward driving purchase intent. To measure 

this, metrics like time on site, bounce rate and pa-

geviews should be monitored, along with the number 

of soft conversions made (think email subscriptions and 

content downloads).

Bottom-of-the-funnel metrics

At this late stage of the funnel prospects are primed 

and ready for conversion. The customer knows and 

trusts your brand and its offerings, but could do with 

one final nudge in the right direction. Here, as you’ve 

likely guessed, conversions and referrals are what 

you’re after. If you’re able to make a direct correlation, 

try to determine whether the conversions and referrals 

generated by your campaign have resulted in positive 

change to your company’s bottom line.

Metrics to measure

Content marketing and native advertising KPIs are a direct reflection of your company’s conversion funnel. Metrics 

should track a lead’s movement through the funnel and demonstrate the efficacy of your campaign in terms of 

generating brand awareness, increasing purchase intent and, when all’s said and done, converting leads into 

customers.
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CALCULATING ROAS

Now this is where things start to get a little more complicated. You’ve reached the end of the funnel and you’re just dying to know what your return is, but 

before you’re able to figure this out, you first need to determine your customer’s’ lifetime value (LTV)—a prediction of net profit that can be attributed to your 

brand’s entire future relationship with a customer.

This figure is best calculated by taking the historical average monthly revenue per customer, multiplying it by your margin,  revenue from new users gained 

through the channel you’re measuring, and dividing it by the total number of new users. This is then multiplied by your margin, then your retention rate, and 

lastly, the average customer lifespan in months.

Once LTV has been determined, the overall return on advertising spend from the content distribution channel you’re measuring—in this case, native advertising—

can be calculated using the following formula on the following page. 
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Branded content is the gift that keeps giving. Not only does it stick around long after your paid content amplification efforts have ended, but it will also 

continue to drive organic readers to your content hub and will assist in any future lead nurturing efforts. For this reason, the equation above factors in an 

amortization period of 12 months—an estimation of the useful life of a content piece. Of course, this formula can also be edited based on metrics relevant to 

your company. 

Ultimately, calculating the ROAS of your native advertising efforts is going to be highly dependent on a number of variables—particularly what industry you’re 

in. But at the end of the day, if you’re able to attach a dollar value to your campaigns, you’ll be able to prove the merits of good content, effective content 

distribution, and definitively demonstrate the positive return on your initiatives.
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CONCLUSION

Native advertising represents the new frontier of the digital marketing world, and it’s showing undeniable 

promise of superseding traditional methods of advertising. With costs similar to banner ads, native ad units can 

expect to see over ten times the engagement (CTR) of their display counterparts, and while the industry is still 

relatively new, it’s quickly accounting for a growing portion of advertisers’ budgets. 

Of course, the enhanced performance of native ads is understandable in a world that’s gone blind to banners. 

Part of the reason they’re so effective is because of the timing, context, and position in which they’re served—

they exist to offer value to the intended audience. 

Another major advantage of programmatic native advertising is the ability to track post-click engagement. Con-

tent marketing has been searching for relevant KPIs for years, and demand-side platforms, including Stack-

Adapt, offer the opportunity to measure campaign performance by tracking the amount of time a user spends 

on the page, the number of pages they’ve viewed, the conversion path they took, and many other metrics. If 

your goal is to forge meaningful connections with your customers, programmatic native advertising is an ideal 

content distribution channel for you.

The last couple of years have seen the colossal rise of native advertising and its widespread adoption amongst 

the advertising community, and usage only continues to grow as marketers learn the myriad benefits of con-

tent-driven advertising. Gone are the days when native was considered an industry buzzword—it has officially 

entered the mainstream. 

There’s no doubt about it: programmatic native advertising is here to stay.
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THANKS FOR READING!
We hope you found this eBook insightful.

For daily updates on the world of content marketing, native advertising and 
more, subscribe to the StackAdapt Academy. If you’d like to speak to someone 
about StackAdapt’s native advertising platform, please don’t hesitate to reach 
out to us at support@stackadapt.com or visit our website: stackadapt.com.


